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Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are stimuli responsive materials with programmable recovery from a deformed state. SMP behavior is often impacted by manufacturing features like layering that can impart anisotropic responses. Volumetric additive manufacturing (VAM) is an emerging paradigm that can generate complex three-dimensional SMP structures without layers. Herein we report VAM of thiol–ene-based SMP photoresins to produce structures with nearly full shape recovery, including self-standing tripod and actuating three-arm gripper structures.

Introduction

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) provide an opportunity to controllably program recovery from deformation within a structure. This shape recovery can be useful toward applications such as soft robotics, biocompatible scaffolding, drug delivery, and recoverable load-bearing frameworks. SMPs are materials capable of being physically deformed and fixed to a “temporary” shape. Upon external stimuli such as temperature, pH, light and electromagnetic fields, SMPs recover from the deformation and return to a “permanent” shape configuration. Thermo-responsive SMPs are some of the most well-studied, as shape memory behavior is easily programmed by heating the material above its glass transition temperature ($T_g$). In this case, the permanent or fixed shape is thereby often dictated through the initial manufacturing step, impacting the extent of shape change. This makes the method of manufacturing critical to the downstream use of the functional SMP object.

Additive manufacturing (AM) of SMPs is particularly promising, as complex three-dimensional (3D) structures become possible that would be difficult to achieve in other manufacturing methods such as injection molding or bulk casting. Two common AM methods utilized to print SMP objects include melt material extrusion, which uses heat to thermally extrude SMP thermoplastics, and stereolithography, which uses light to cure photoresin layers to build the 3D structure. As these methods use layer-by-layer assembly to build complex geometries, end-use objects often have anisotropic SMP responses and recovery depending on the part orientation during printing. These layer effects can also impact the cyclic stability of SMP parts, as layers can act as mechanical defects leading to part failure.

Photocuring of thiol–ene materials has been shown to have rapid curing kinetics, and results in polymers with high network uniformity with use towards applications including conductive materials, adhesives, and biomaterials. In this study, we utilize volumetric additive manufacturing (VAM – Fig. S1† shows a sketch of the process) to photocure thiol–ene-based SMP 3D structures all-at-once. In critical contrast to existing layer-based AM methods, which may display anisotropic properties in printed parts, a previous study has shown VAM printed parts to have properties similar to their bulk-cast counterparts. The ability to cure a complete 3D structure all-at-once is made possible in these photoresins through inhibitor-enabled, non-linear thresholding bulk photocuring kinetic control. These thiol–ene based SMP materials exhibit thermo-responsive shape memory, and minor modifications to resin formulation (Fig. 1) enable glass transition temperatures ($T_g$’s) ranging from $-53 \, ^\circ C$ to $55 \, ^\circ C$. This compositional tunability, coupled with VAM printing, poses an opportunity for SMP fabrication. For SMPs, $T_g$’s between $30-40 \, ^\circ C$ are particularly interesting, as they have potential downstream application in biomedical applications at physiological temperatures. Two SMP formulations with $T_g$’s within this temperature range were characterized by Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and shown to have repeatable recovery for four repetitions. To highlight the potential of these thiol–ene SMPs, we printed thermally actuated self-standing tripods and 3-arm soft robotic gripper structures.
Results

The thiol–ene formulations used in this study vary in $T_g$ through modification of the molar ratio of bifunctional or trifunctional vinyl group used, keeping the vinyl to thiol ratio 1 : 1 (ESI Table S1,† Fig. 1 and S2†). Based on our previous study of these materials, we found that bulk-cast samples of the thiol–ene materials exhibit shape memory behavior (Video S1†). Formulations with $T_g$’s above room temperature were chosen for VAM printing to enable facile, controlled thermal programming of SMP behavior for downstream applications.21 The trifunctional thiol component of the resin was kept constant (tris[2-(3-mercaptopropionyloxy)ethyl] isocyanurate (TME-ICN)). Higher $T_g$’s are thereby achieved by incorporating a larger ratio of trifunctional vinyl groups (tri-allyl isocyanurate (TA-ICN) vs. difunctional triethylene glycol diallyl ether (TEGDAE)) into the resins. We identified three formulations with $T_g$’s swell above room temperature (~20 °C), termed resins Th-a through Th-c. From the previous study, we knew Th-a (0 : 1 : 1 TEGDAE : TA-ICN : TME-ICN) had a low elongation to break, and so we identified Th-b (0.1 : 0.9 : 1 TEGDAE : TA-ICN : TME-ICN, $T_g$ = 39 °C) and Th-c (0.15 : 0.85 : 1 TEGDAE : TA-ICN : TME-ICN, $T_g$ = 37 °C) as the best formulations for further characterization (ESI Fig. S3–S5†) and SMP testing. Above the $T_g$, Th-b and Th-c were found to fail at strains of 35 and 28%, respectively. These failure strains are likely highly geometry and system dependent, as larger bulk strains are possible in free-standing films and geometries (see Videos S1–S3†). Repeated elongation and recovery from strain deformations of 20–40% would be similar to the maximum strains observed in skeletal muscles.30 These comparisons were promising for VAM printing and SMP testing of the thiol–ene materials.

From the temperature-controlled tensile testing, we determined plastic deformation in these samples begins at roughly 5% elongation (Fig. S5†). We initially targeted 20% strain to mimic skeletal muscle in these formulations (Th-b, Fig. S7†), however we found that Th-c samples were prone to failure in the DMA clamps. With this in mind, shape memory actuation to deformations of 10% were chosen to compare samples made from Th-b and Th-c resin in the DMA (Fig. 2). Programming these DMA actuation strains resulted in actual cyclic strains of 9.4% for our tests, due to force compliances in the instrument. Shape memory cycling tests were conducted using a strain-controlled method with four main steps: (1) samples were heated to 60 °C, roughly 20 °C above their $T_g$, while heated, they were elongated to 9.4 or 18.4% strain, (2) they were held at these deformation strains while cooled to 20 °C, roughly 20 °C below their $T_g$ (3) the force was released, and (4) they were heated above their $T_g$ in a stress-free state, undergoing shape recovery. These steps were repeated for four cycles (Fig. 2, Fig. S6†).

As can be seen in Fig. 2a, nearly complete recovery occurs for Th-b formulations for 4 cycles, with 0.3% permanent defor-
mation (out of 9.4% programmed deformation) in the first cycle and no additional deformation in the remaining cycles. In other words, 97% shape recovery is visible in the first cycle followed by 100% shape recovery for the remaining three cycles. Th-c formulations also show a similar trend, with 97% recovery in the first cycle and 100% shape recovery for the remaining three cycles. As Th-b had slightly higher elongation to break and toughness, enabling DMA cyclic SMP testing at higher elongations (18.4% actuated strain, ESI Fig. S7†), and as we have previously found that increasing the diallyl monomer component in thiol–ene resins (Th-c) slows the propagation rate, we decided to use Th-b for VAM printing. At deformations of 18.4%, samples of Th-b had similar shape memory trends, with an initial shape recovery of 96% and 100% shape recovery in the three remaining cycles.

The VAM method utilized in this study relies on tomographic decomposition of a 3D object into a sequence of 2D images for printing from a computer-aided design file.24 These images are projected from multiple angles (typically 360 degrees) around a cylindrical resin container, by rotating it synchronously with the image sequence. This results in accumulation of light energy, or volumetric energy dose, where the regions which the delivered energy surpass the critical dose polymerize into the desired object. This creates the 3D object without the need for layers.

To initially exemplify the benefits of VAM, a self-standing tripod structure was printed in Th-b resin. With a negative lens a raw volumetric energy dose of 126 mJ cm$^{-3}$ resulted in extractable parts with little outgrowth. After initial post cure, heat was used to program the temporary flattened state. This was done by flattening the structure between two glass slides with a silicone gasket spacer under heating on a hot plate set to 80 °C. After cooling and reheating (using the same 80 °C hot plate surface), the structure stands back up and recovers its initial shape (Fig. 3a, Video S2†).

To reliably print large gripper structures, an IM fluid bath was used during VAM. This also enabled the use of non-polymerizing red light irradiation perpendicular to the path of 405 nm projector illumination (the curing wavelength). The shadowgram was used to monitor refractive index change during printing, and thereby degree-of-curing (Video S4†).

Unlike our previous work with these thiol–ene based photore-sins, in this study we add a pot-life stabilizer to the formulations, ANPHA.31 ANPHA increases stability at elevated temperatures and at room temperature, resulting in an increased time for stable handling and printing. A calculated volumetric energy dose of 127 mJ cm$^{-3}$ results in an extractable 3-arm gripper, in close agreement to theoretically estimated doses for tripod prints. Thermal programming of the temporary shape and recovery with the gripper structure was done using an 80 °C oven. More information is available in the ESI.† Printed tripod and gripper SMP structures both show programmable shape memory behavior, recovering from the temporary shape in the span of minutes and seconds, respectively (Fig. 3a and b, ESI Videos S2 and S3†). Downstream, overprinting of multiple materials or incorporation of electronic components such

---

Fig. 3 (a) Time-lapse of thermal actuation of VAM printed self-standing tripod. Outlined transparent overlap of final permanent structure (blue) over the initial temporary shape (white) is visible in the final right-most image. Full recovery occurs over the span of two minutes. (b) Time-lapse of thermal actuation of VAM printed 3-arm gripper, releasing a small vase. Overlap of outlined transparent permanent structure (red) over temporary shape (white) is visible in the final right-most image. Release of the small vase occurs over the span of seconds. White scalebar in images denotes 5 mm.
as heating coils may enable repeatable programming and activation of these gripper structures for soft robotic applications.

Conclusions

In summary, shape memory thiol–ene-based photoresins were characterized and used in VAM. Cyclic shape memory testing of samples made with Th-b and Th-c resins showed near complete shape recovery for four cycles. Self-standing tripod and opening 3-arm gripper structures were printed using Th-b photoresin without layering artifacts. This resulted in fully-3D printed end-use structures with thermally programmable shape memory above room temperature. Critically, $T_g$ may be programmable by simple changes in chemical composition, although the specific SMP response of each formulation will need to be characterized. Downstream work in this area includes improving print resolution in thiol–ene-based systems, further cyclic characterization of shape memory, and fundamental analysis of a wider range of thiol–ene monomer compositions and their potential thermal shape memory responses. Ultimately, coupling the 3D geometric and overprinting capabilities of VAM methods with stimuli-responsive materials like SMPs may lead to novel applications such as recoverable, sensing load-bearing frameworks, smart-polymer encapsulated electronics, and biologically relevant materials including localized drug delivery capsules and deployable stents.
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